Test Weights

Wire Rope Shortening Clamps

Various test weights available. Ideal for the testing of lifts.

Description

Description

Weight

Shortening clamps have been designed to enable the user to lift the car by clamping on to the hoist

Test Weight

20kg

Per Week

ropes directly above the hitch plate. Once the shortening plate is in place, a hoist can be attached

Test Weight Standard Basket

20kg

between it and the cross head. Slack can then be created in the hoist ropes enabling easy shortening

Test weight Trolley

10kg

Hybrid Test Weight Basket

20kg

(2)

£40.00

Hybrid Stair Climbing Test Weight Trolley

20kg

(3)

£50.00

Roller Test Weight

250kg

£19.00

Roller Test Weight

500kg

£38.00

£6.70
(1)

£20.60
£25.75

of them at the hitch plate. Each rope is gripped with two cast clamps which have a serrated pattern
in one groove and a smooth profile in the other.
No. Of Ropes

Size

SWL

Per Week

6

7-8

3500kg

£18.00

6

9-10

3500kg

£12.00

6

11

3500kg

£25.00

6

2-13

3500kg

£30.00

6

15-16

3500kg

£75.00

8

7-8

4500kg

£115.00

8

9-10

4500kg

£340.00

8

11

4500kg

£75.00

8

12-13

4500kg

£168.00

8

15-16

4500kg

£199.00

Guide Lifter (T-rail)

1

Felco C16 Wire Cutters

Lift Shaft Door Trolley

2

2

3

Hydraulic Wire Cutters

Description

Description

Description

Description

The T-rail lifter is a great rail installation tool.

Robust construction using 3 & 5mm steel.

Here's the modern, safe way to cut wire ropes.

It allows you to pick up an elevator rail using

Easily collapsed with storage provisions for the

the fishplate bolted at the top of the the rail as

upright supports. Side load facility with easy

Two hand cutter for cutting steel cables up to
16 mm (0.6 in.) in diameter. Also recommended
for cutting metal rods and spring steel wire.

an anchor point.

grab

handles.

anti-corrosive
making

it

Powder
undercoat.

easy

to

coat

finish

Unique

manoeuvre

with

design
through

Order Code - T-RAIL

doorways and turn the corner at the same time

Description - T-Rail Guide Lifter

when under load.

Weighs between 5kg & 7kg

Diemensions - 550 x 1350 x 1130

Various sizes to suit all guide types

750kg (SWL)

Per Week

Per Week

£70.00

£60.00

This

hand-held,

cutters

ideal

hand-pumped,

because

of

its

hydraulic
compact,

lightweight, rugged design. Cuts steel rod up
Length - 630mm
Weight - 2300g
Per Week

to 16mm and cables up to 24mm.
Description
Hydraulic Cutters

Per Week
£78.00

£36.00
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To order call now:

(other sizes available on request)

or email sales@universalhireservices.co.uk

universalhireservices.co.uk
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Work Deck System

Guide Laser Alignment Kit

Lean 2 Beam

Description

Description

Description

Snap this gauge onto the face of a rail using the magnet provided. The gauge will stay attached to the
rail allowing you to make any adjustments you need. The gauge is made of lightweight plastic and has
the laser alignment gauges installed to match the position of the dual line laser.

Unique, flexible, and versatile are just a few of
the words used to describe the new work deck
by Wurtec. This collapsible work deck has
been designed for handling and hoisting, but
when unfolded and supported between
landing sill and back wall, it makes a great
work deck. Introduced initially to assist in
gaining access to MRL equipment, the
Workdeck has found uses in many other areas.
Currently configured for hoistways between
1752mm and 2438mm inches deep it can be
easily modified to fit nearly any hoistway size
or configuration. The standard platform size is
1143mm wide x 1524mm long with the deck
being constructed of non-slip aluminum
planks. Openings in the platform floor can be
created by cutting sections out of these floor
planks and restacking them into the tracks
provided. The tracks along with a clamping
mechanism holds the planks securely in place.
The work deck is accessed by climbing
approximately 4’ up a ladder and is protected
with a handrail system complete with kick
plates. The entire work deck weighs only
about 90kg, has a capacity of 270kg SWL and
can be easily modified to suit your special job
conditions.

Snap2this
gauge
onto the
of ayou
rail with
using
Lean
Beam
is designed
toface
provide
a
quick
and easy
way to create
a hoisting
the magnet
provided.
The gauge
willpoint
stay
in an elevator hoistway. It is designed to
attached to the rail allowing you to make any
mount between the entrance sill and the back
adjustments
you need.
gauge
is made
of
concrete
or block
wall The
of the
hoistway.
The
lightweight
hasof aluminum,
the laser
Lean
2 Beam plastic
is made and
primarily
weighs
lessgauges
than 39kg,
and to
is capable
of
alignment
installed
match the
support- ing 680kg SWL. The location of its
position of the dual line laser.
lifting eye allows it to rotate into the vertical
position when being hoisted so it can be easily
Guide Laser
Alignment
= £60.00
Week
installed,
removed,
and Kit
hoisted
into Per
position.
The foot on the sill bracket comes with
mounting holes allowing it to be secured to
the sill. The bracket pivots to insure that a
secure connection can be maintained at the
sill. Several hoist points are located on the
bottom steel lug of the beam insuring you
always have a hoisting point that will satisfy
your needs.

Description
Guide Laser Alignment Kit

Per Week
£60.00

NEW PRODUCT

Load Bar / Hoist Bar
Description
Heavy duty bar capable of suspending hoist from the top of lift shafts.
SWL
3t
6t

Per Week
£7.72
£8.72

Rail Block

Rail Block & Clevis

Description

Description

Use these blocks to rest your car or
counterweight frame at any location in the
hoistway. Rail blocks must be used in pairs.

Use this Block and Clevis to hang your car or
counterweight frame at any location in the
hoistway. Rail blocks must be used in pairs.
Bolts can only be used once before they must
be replaced.

Description
Rail Blocks (Pair)

SWL
11.4t

Per Week
£80.00

Description
Block & Clevis (Pair)

Replacement Rail Block Bolts

SWL
11.4t

NEW PRODUCT

Per Week
£90.00

Per Week

Per Week

£310.00

£190.00

Replacement Rail Block Bolts
NEW PRODUCT
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To order call now:

or email sales@universalhireservices.co.uk

universalhireservices.co.uk
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False Car

Jack Clamp

Description

Description

The false car adjusts easily to fit rail systems with DBG's of 1670mm to 2740mm. It is built of

This clamp is used as a tightening tool when secured about the piston, cylinder or jack assembly. Its

lightweight aluminum for ease of handling and installation, while still providing the strength for a

steel construction allows it to grip cylinders from 3” to 9” in diameter weighing up to 800kg. Lifting

450kg SWL to 680kg SWL capacity car. This unique false car and roll safety assembly adjusts to fit rail

capacity on this Jack Clamp is 800kg SWL. For lifting a cylinder, the following procedure must be

faces of 16mm, 19mm, 29mm and 32mm.

followed. First, the cylinder being lifted and the clamp pads of the jack clamp must be clean and dry.
The jack clamp should then be clamped onto the clean area of the cylinder, and the nuts on the
threaded rod should be tightened to a torque of 90 Ft.-lbs. The cylinder can then be lifted by
attaching to the clamping body of the jack clamp. Never lift from the handles, and always lift the
assembly in a slow and uniform fashion attempting to maintain equilibrium at all times (i.e. Do not
accelerate or stop quickly). Larger size available upon request.
Per Week
£150.00

NEW PRODUCT

Piston Clamp
Description
This Piston Clamp can be used for piston diameters from 60mm to 120mm weighing up to 290kg.
Adjust to appropriate size range, and simply place Piston Clamp around piston and tighten acme

Per Week
£150.00

Per Week
£600

NEW PRODUCT

Roebling Clamp
Description
Each of these clamps securely grab two ropes. Rope resists slipping through the clamp because of the
spiral ridges cast into the rope grooves. The Roebling clamps bolts pattern is offset to guarantee that
both halves are assembled correctly.

NEW PRODUCT
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To order call now:

Per Week
7mm Rope to 22mm

£50.00

or email sales@universalhireservices.co.uk

universalhireservices.co.uk

nut to 50 ft-lbs. Torque, and you can lift and maneuver your piston using the provided anchor shackles.

